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ABSTRACT NAND flash suffers from program interference and retention errors, which negatively affect
its reliability. Existing schemes preprocess raw data before writing them to reduce Raw Bit Error Rate
(RBER) and leverage ECCs (such as LDPC codes) to reduce Uncorrectable Bit Error Rate (UBER). Prior
arts failed to take into account the counteractions between the program interference and retention errors.
Thus, they may lead to sub-optimal error avoidance. Besides, after the preprocessing procedure, data
randomness may be affected. Since NAND flash shows numerical-correlated error characteristics, there’s a
potential to provide such information to LDPC codes to further improve performance.
In this article, we propose a holistic strategy consisting of two coupled procedures to enhance flash
reliability. First, we use our previously proposed CeSR strategy to reduce RBER. Second, we improve
the existing LDPC codes and name it Assisted LDPC strategy to reduce UBER. The Assisted LDPC is
deeply coupled with CeSR. It leverages the data pattern after CeSR to improve the decoding success rate
and accelerate the decoding procedure.
The evaluation shows that compared with the state-of-the-art NRC strategy, CeSR can reduce the RBER of
hot and cold data by up to 20.30% and 85.13%, respectively. Besides, compared with the traditional LDPC,
the Assisted LDPC decoding strategy can increase the decoding success rate by up to 97% for cold data
and reduce the average decoding iteration number of MSB pages for hot and cold data by up to 31.6% and
73.9%, respectively.

INDEX TERMS Cell state remapping, Flash reliability, LDPC codes, NAND flash memory, Program
interference, Retention error

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the emergence of multi-level storage technol-
ogy and the reduction of feature size, the density

of NAND flash has been greatly increased. However, the
improvement of NAND flash memory density comes at the
cost of reduced reliability.

An MLC flash cell can store two bits according to its
threshold voltage (Vth) [1]. Specifically, the data value of
an MLC NAND flash memory cell can be “11”, “10”, “00”
and “01”, as the Vth increases from low to high. Program
interference and retention errors are the two dominant types
of error in NAND flash [2] [3] [4]. They are both caused

by the Vth shift. As time goes by, electrons inside a flash
memory may leak, which will reduce the cell’s Vth and cause
retention error. When programming a flash cell, electron
leakage may take place, which will increase its neighboring
cells’ Vth and cause program interference.

After data is written to flash, the incorrect bit ratio in the
flash cell is called the raw bit error rate (RBER). Program in-
terference and retention errors are the main sources of RBER.
The user-perceived bit error rate is called the uncorrectable
bit error rate (UBER), which is one of the most important
reliability metrics that users concern. There are two ways to
reduce UBER. (1) Reducing RBER, which cut the source of
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UBER. (2) Using ECCs to correct the flipping bits.
From the perspective of reducing RBER, our previous

work [5] and existing works (DPA [6], AC [7] and NRC
[8]) preprocess raw data before writing. Existing work [2]
shows that both program interference and retention errors
are numerical correlated. Specifically, retention error mainly
occurs in the two states with higher Vth (i.e., “01”, “00”).
Programming a cell with higher Vth (i.e., “01”, “00”) will
cause more program interference to its neighboring cells.

According to the above analysis, reducing cells with higher
Vth can decrease both types of errors. Increasing the ratio of
erased state “11” which holds the lowest Vth among the four
states of MLC NAND flash can simultaneously increase the
number of cells that are immune to retention error and de-
crease the number of cells causing programming operations.
Besides, our previous work [5] found the following potentials
that may further reduce RBER.
(1) Decreasing the ratio of state “01” which holds the

highest Vth among the four states is also important,
especially for retention errors. Simply increasing the
ratio of “1” cannot efficiently decrease that of “01”.

(2) The effect of these two types of errors partly counteracts
each other as they cause Vth to move towards opposite
directions. However, existing strategies only consider
these two types of errors separately despite the fact
that they exist simultaneously in reality. According to
our experiments, when considering both types of errors
simultaneously, simply increasing the ratio of 1s cannot
always effectively reduce the RBER. In fact, in some
cases, they may even increase the RBER. We will deeply
discuss this topic in Section II-C.

From the perspective of using ECCs to reduce UBER,
existing works consider this to be orthogonal to prepro-
cessing raw data. However, in this article, we argue that
there’s potential for LDPC codes (Low-Density Parity Check
codes, one of the most powerful ECCs) to couple with the
preprocessing procedure for further benefits. Specifically,
being aware of the data characteristics after the preprocessing
procedure and leveraging it can help optimize the LDPC
decoding procedure.

In this article, we propose a holistic strategy to enhance
the reliability of flash-based SSDs. The strategy includes
two tightly-coupled procedures. First, we propose cell state
remapping (CeSR) strategy to reduce RBER. CeSR chooses
diverse flipping schemes for different data segments accord-
ing to its hotness and bit pattern to achieve the least error-
prone data pattern. Besides, it leverages the counteracts be-
tween program interference and retention errors. Second, we
utilize LDPC codes to reduce UBER. We optimize the LDPC
decoding strategy to be aware of the error characteristics
and data patterns to accelerate the decoding procedure and
improve the decoding success rate.

Note that the on-chip randomizer of NAND flash is a well-
known technique to randomize data before programming
[9]. On one hand, it can avoid the worst-case data pattern.
On the other hand, however, it also avoids the best-case

situation. Existing works require disabling the randomizer.
They even don’t compare with this technique. In this article,
we’ll compare our strategy with the widely used randomizer
and show our improvement.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section
II provides backgrounds and our motivation. Section III
describes our proposed strategy. Section IV evaluates the ef-
fectiveness of our strategy. Section V provides related works.
Section VI concludes.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we introduce the NAND flash error model
used in our work and the traditional LDPC decoding pro-
cedure. Then, we analyze the trend of the ratios of the four
states changing with the increase of the ratio of 1s. We also
discuss the impact on the RBER of changes in the four states’
ratios. Last, we present our motivation based on our analysis.

A. ERROR MODEL OF MLC NAND FLASH
In MLC NAND flash, a flash cell can store two bits of data.
This is achieved by dividing its Vth range into four intervals
and marking them as “11”, “10”, “00” and “01”. The left
side bit is denoted as the least significant bit (LSB) and the
right side bit is denoted as the most significant bit (MSB).
Multiple LSBs together form an LSB page, and multiple
MSBs together form an MSB page [3]. In other words, two
bits of a cell belong to different pages in a flash block. Inside
a flash block, an MSB page can’t be programmed before its
associated LSB page. Many modern SSDs use hot and cold
data recognition algorithms to separate hot and cold data into
different blocks for better GC efficiency [10] [11]. For SSDs
that leverage fine wear-leveling algorithms, data hotness is
affected by the user access rate. If the user access rate is
high, SSD blocks tend to be hot, and vice versa. For hot
data blocks, where program operations are more intensive,
program interference errors are dominant. On the contrary,
for cold data blocks, where pages are infrequently updated,
retention errors are dominant [12].

We use an error model [13] to emulate the error formation
of NAND flash memory pages, as shown in Fig. 1. We
should clarify that the error model we use only applies to
NAND flash chips that use floating gate architecture, such
as Micron chips [14]. When a block is just erased or a page
is just programmed, their Vth forms the ideal threshold volt-
age distribution, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Then, the threshold
voltage will be distorted by noise according to its hotness.
Finally, when a page is read, the error model outputs its Vth
distribution, denoted as the final distribution. Fig. 2(b) shows
an example. When reading, the value of a cell is determined
by the relative position between its Vth and the reference
values (i.e., VREF1, VREF2 and VREF3). Noise causes Vth
to drift, causing the voltage windows to overlap each other.
When Vth crosses a VREF, bit flip occurs.

A flash cell must be erased before programming. Erase
operation resets Vth of all cells inside one block into the
lowest voltage window (i.e., erased state “11”). The Vth of
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FIGURE 1: Error Model of NAND Flash [13]
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FIGURE 2: Threshold voltage distribution before and after
distorted

erased cells tends to have a wide Gaussian-like distribution
[15]. Hence, the threshold voltage distribution of the erased
state can be approximately modeled as:

pe (x) =
1

σe
√

2π
e
− (x−µe)2

2σe2 . (1)

where µe and σe are the mean and standard deviation of the
erased state threshold voltage, respectively.

When programing flash cells, a tight threshold voltage
control is typically realized by using incremental step pulse
program (ISPP) [16], i.e., all the flash cells on the same
word-line are recursively programmed using a program-and-
verify approach with a stair case program word-line voltage
Vpp. Let ∆Vpp denote the incremental program step voltage.
For the kth programmed state with the verify voltage V (k)

p ,
ideally ISPP program results in a uniform threshold voltage
distribution:

p(k)
p (x) =

{
1

∆Vpp
, if V

(k)
p ≤ x ≤ V (k)

p + ∆Vpp
0, else

(2)

For MLC NAND flash, the threshold voltage distribution
of each state can be expressed as:

p (x) =

{
pe (x) , k = 0

p
(k)
p (x) , k = 1, 2, 3

(3)

Unfortunately, the ideal threshold voltage distribution can
be significantly distorted by noise in practice. Previous works
identified program interference and retention errors as the
two major noises that cause Vth distortion.

1) Program Interference
Program interference comes from the combined effect of
random telegraph noise (RTN) and cell-to-cell interference.
RTN is caused by electrons capture and emission during P/E
cycling, which directly results in flash cell Vth fluctuation.
We assume that λ represents the mean value of Vth shift
∆VRTN . The probability density function of ∆VRTN can be
modeled by

p∆VRTN =
1

2λ
e−
|∆VRTN |

λ . (4)

In the equation,N denotes the P/E cycles. λ scales with N in
an approximate power-law distribution. We set the parameter
λ = Kλ ·N0.5 according to reference [13].

The parasitic capacitance-coupling effect causes cell-to-
cell interference, which incurs Vth shift in the victim cell
when its adjacent cells are programmed. In emerging 3D
NAND flash, one cell has adjacent cells in three directions,
i.e., X-direction, Y-direction and Z-direction. In the all-bit-
line (ABL) flash architecture where all cells on the same
word-line are read and programmed at the same time, there is
neither interference in the X-direction nor the diagonal direc-
tion. So, interference mainly comes from the Y-direction and
Z-direction. Therefore, the effects of cell-to-cell interference
after programming LSB pages and MSB pages are related
to page distribution in MLC NAND flash. Fig. 3 shows an
example of page construction. The page number of an LSB
page is usually not consecutive to that of its corresponding
MSB page. Note that the FTL always programs the physical
pages within the block in order. Thus, the effects of cell-to-
cell interference for LSB pages and MSB pages are consid-
ered separately. The Vth shift ∆VCCI caused by cell-to-cell
interference in the ABL structure after programming an LSB
page is described as [17]

∆VCCI (n,m) = γy
(
∆V lsbm+1

)
+ γy

(
∆V msbm−1

)
(5)

After programming an MSB page, it is described as

∆VCCI (n,m) = γy
(
∆V msbm+1

)
+γz

(
∆V lsbn+1

)
+γz

(
∆V msbn+1

)
(6)

where m and n are the position of one flash page in the Y-
direction and Z-direction, respectively. γy and γz represent
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FIGURE 3: Y-Z view of flash page construction [17]

the floating gate coupling ratios in the Y-direction and Z-
direction, respectively. ∆V lsbm+1 and ∆V lsbm+1 represent Vth
shifts of the adjacent m + 1 interfering cell whose LSB
page or MSB page is programmed after the victim cell,
respectively.

The effect of cell-to-cell interference is cell-state-
dependent. The higher Vth a cell is programmed into, the
greater Vth distortion in its neighboring cells.

2) Retention Error
Retention errors result from electron escape, leading to Vth
decrease. As retention time increases, retention errors be-
come more serious. The Vth shift ∆VRET can be modeled
by the normal distribution N

(
µd, σd

2
)
, µd and σd2 can be

expressed by [13] [18]µd = Ks (x− x0)KdN
0.5 ln

(
1 + t

t0

)
σ2
d = Ks (x− x0)KmN

0.6 ln
(

1 + t
t0

) (7)

Here x0 is the Vth of state “11” and x is the initial Vth
after programming. Ks, Kd and Km are constants. N is the
number of P/E cycles and t is retention time. t0 is an initial
time and can be set as 1 hour. Equation shows that higher
initial Vth incurs larger Vth shift. Hence, cells in state “01”
are most vulnerable to retention errors.

B. LDPC CODES
1) LDPC Codes Basics
LDPC codes have strong error correction capability due to
its soft-decision decoding scheme. The decoding process of
LDPC codes is shown in Fig.4. It consists of the initial infor-
mation calculation and the main loop. The initial information
is used to launch the main loop to begin decoding.

2) The Initial Information of Decoding
The initial information is represented as the logarithm likeli-
hood ratio (LLR) information. LLR is calculated as follows:

LLR (y) = ln
p (x = 0 | y)

p (x = 1 | y)
(8)

where x is the original data which is transferred from the
host, and p is the conditional probability of x if the received

Data

Hard decision 

Satisfy

 check equation

 or reach maximum 

iterations

End

No

Information renewal

Initial info calculation

Yes

LLR

Main loop

HD

FIGURE 4: The LDPC decoding process

read data from the NAND flash memory are equal to y.
LLR is used to save hardware resources because it changes
multiplication to addition. If the received data bit is likely to
be “0”, LLR is large. On the other hand, if the received data
bit is likely to be “1”, LLR becomes small.

3) The Main Loop
The main decoding process is a loop process. It mainly con-
sists of two steps: information renewal and hard decision. The
information renewal consists of some complex information
propagation. Its output is denoted as the hard decoding de-
cision (HD). The hard decision step is very simple. It checks
the HD to determine the values of the bits. If HD≥0, the bit is
judged as “0”. If HD<0, the bit is judged as “1”. Afterward,
it detects whether the bits satisfy a check equation. If so or
the maximum iteration number is reached, it breaks the loop
and outputs the decoded data.

To summarize, the LDPC decoding procedure is a process
of loop iterations. The performance of LDPC is highly related
to the LLR and HD. With more accurate LLR and HD, the
check equation is more likely to be satisfied, resulting in
a lower latency (reduced iterations) and a higher decoding
success rate. In Section III-C, we’ll introduce our work that
optimizes the LDPC decoding procedure to generate more
accurate LLR and HD.

C. ANALYSIS OF INCREASING THE RATIO OF 1S
The DPA, AC and NRC strategies are dedicated to increasing
1’s ratio in the raw data so as to increase the ratio of
state “11”. Thus, they can decrease program interference
and retention errors to some extent. Through a Monte Carlo
simulation, we can get the ratios of the four cell states under
different 1’s ratios, as shown in Fig. 5(a). From the figure,
we can also find that as 1’s ratio increases, the ratio of state
“11” increases significantly, the ratios of state “10” and “01”
increase first and then decrease, and the ratio of state “00”
gradually decreases. Fig. 5(b) shows the corresponding bit
error rates when the P/E cycle equals to 3K and the retention
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FIGURE 5: Analysis of increasing ratio of 1s (An example
for cold data)

time is 10 months (representing cold data). From the figure,
we can find that even if the 1’s ratio has risen to a relatively
high value, the retention errors for such cold data are still
serious since the ratio of state “01” where retention errors are
most likely to occur doesn’t decrease significantly. We can
also find that when considering both program interference
and retention errors, increasing 1’s ratio does not always
reduce the RBER since these two errors partly counteract.
Therefore, we consider how to adjust the ratio of each state
and minimize the ratio of state “01” which is most likely
to cause program interference and most prone to retention
errors. We try to reduce the RBER of flash memory when
considering both types of errors.

D. MOTIVATION
Preprocessing data to reduce RBER and using ECCs are two
powerful ways to ensure NAND flash reliability. Therefore,
our previous work and existing schemes preprocess raw data
to reduce RBER. After the preprocessing procedure, data
randomness may be affected. Besides, NAND flash shows
numerical-correlated error characteristics. As a result, there’s
a potential to leverage the data patterns and error character-
istics after the preprocessing procedure to further improve
the performance of LDPC codes. In this article, we propose
a holistic strategy which combines the error mitigation and
the error correction in a synergistic way. Firstly, during data
writing, we propose a CeSR strategy to adjust the ratios of
each state, reducing the probability of data errors and de-
creasing the RBER. Besides, the CeSR strategy leverages the
counteraction between program interference and retention
errors, which is discussed in depth in section III. Secondly,
during data reading, we propose an assisted LDPC decoding
strategy to further decrease the UBER. It deeply couples with
the CeSR strategy to better ensure flash reliability.

III. THE PROPOSED CESR + ASSISTED LDPC
STRATEGY
In this section, we present our holistic strategy to enhance the
reliability of flash-based SSDs. We name it CeSR + Assisted
LDPC since it tightly couples CeSR with LDPC.

A. OVERALL PROCESS
Fig. 6 shows the overall process of CeSR + Assisted LDPC.
When data is written back from the flash translation layer
(FTL), it’s preprocessed by CeSR to reduce the RBER. After
that, it is encoded by the LDPC code and then programmed
into the NAND flash array. When data is read, it is decoded
by LDPC and CeSR in turn. To speed up the LDPC decoding
process and improve the success rate, the error characteristics
and data patterns of the processed data are added as addi-
tional information.

B. DATA WRITING: THE PROPOSED CELL STATE
REMAPPING STRATEGY
During the writing procedure, we leverage CeSR to reduce
RBER.

1) Design Goal of CeSR
For hot data, their adjacent cells also store hot data (as men-
tioned in Section II-A). As a result, their errors are dominated
by program interference from adjacent cells. Since MLC
NAND flash cells with higher Vth are more likely to cause
program interference, and state “11” and “01” respectively
holds the lowest and highest Vth among the four states, we
want to increase the ratio of state “11” as much as possible
while decreasing that of state “01".

For cold data, their retention time is relatively long. As a
result, their errors are dominated by retention errors. Since
cells with higher Vth are more vulnerable to retention errors,
it is important to reduce the ratio of state “01" for cold
data. However, unlike hot data for which we try to increase
the ratio of state “11", it’s the ratio of state “10” that we
want to increase for cold data. This is because data retention
errors and program interference cause the Vth to move in
the opposite direction. A larger ratio of state “10” will cause
more serious program interference, which in turn can better
mitigate retention errors.

NAND Flash Array

RBER

Write

Flash Translation Layer

CeSR Encode CeSR Decode

LDPC Encode LDPC Decode

Read UBER

FIGURE 6: Overall process of the CeSR + Assisted LDPC
strategy
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2) The Cell State Remapping
The architecture of CeSR is shown in Fig.7. The CeSR
strategy consists of three parts: (1) Data splitting; (2) Data
flipping and (3) Flag bits compression.
(1) Data splitting:

CeSR splits one page of data into multiple data segments.
The data segment is the unit of processing in CeSR. For each
segment, its length is calculated by Equation 9.

Data Segment Length =
Page Size

N
(9)

The N in Equation 9 must be a positive integer. As a result,
the maximum data segment length equals to the page size
(When N equals to 1). When N is greater than 1, the length of
the data segment is smaller than the page size.
(2) Data flipping:

For each data segment, CeSR flips the bits before program-
ming. As shown in Table 1, we classify each data segment
into one of the four categories (H0, H1, C0 and C1). Each
category is named according to its property. For example,
category H0 mean that the segment contains Hot data with
more 0s than 1s. Since CeSR uses different flipping schemes
for different types of data, we also use H0, H1, C0 and C1
to indicate the sub-schemes of the corresponding type of data
segment, as shown in Table 2 and below.

(i) H0: For ‘0’-dominant hot data, flip them if they will be
written to an LSB page. For MSB pages, flip the bits
whose corresponding LSB is ‘1’.

(ii) H1: For ‘1’-dominant hot data, if the data will be written
to an MSB page, flip the bits whose corresponding LSB
bit is ‘0’. No operation for LSB pages.

(iii) C0: For ‘0’-dominant cold data, if the data will be
written to an LSB page, flip them. No operation for
MSB pages.

(iv) C1: For ‘1’-dominant cold data, if the data will be
written to an MSB page, flip them. No operation for
LSB pages.

Given the fact that each MSB shares the same flash cell
with its corresponding LSB and that modern FTL algorithms
group pages with similar data hotness into the same block,
each flash page shares similar hotness attributes with its

TABLE 1: Four Categories of Data Segments

Four categories
Data hotness

Hot data Cold data

1’s ratio
<50% H0 C0

>50% H1 C1

TABLE 2: Processing method of the four sub-schemes

H0 H1 C0 C1

written to an LSB page flip / flip /

written to an MSB page flip (if LSB=1) flip (if LSB=0) / flip

corresponding page. As a result, there are respectively four
combinations of segments for hot and cold data blocks.

Fig. 8 shows the combinations of segments for hot data
blocks. They are H0H0, H1H1, H0H1 and H1H0, each of
which is a combination of two flipping sub-schemes. For
example, H0H1 represents that the flipping sub-scheme is H0
for the LSB data segment, and H1 for the MSB data segment.
In the following paragraphs, we will respectively analyze the
results of these four combinations.

(i) Combination H0H0: When 0’s ratios of the data seg-
ments which will be written to the LSB and MSB page
are both greater than 1’s, statistically, the number of
cells in the state “00” is the most and that in the state
“11” is the least. After flipping the LSB data segment,
the number of cells in the state “10” is the most and
that in the state “01” is the least. Then flip the data
segment which will be written to the MSB page when
the corresponding LSB is 1. Thus, the number of cells
in the state “11” is the most and that in the state “01” is
the least.

(ii) Combination H0H1: When 0’s ratios of the data seg-
ments which will be written to the LSB and MSB page
are respectively greater and less than 1’s, statistically,
the number of cells in the state “01” is the most and
that in the state “10” is the least. After flipping the
data segment which will be written to the LSB page,
the number of cells in the state “11” is the most and
that in the state “00” is the least. Then flip the data
segment which will be written to the MSB page when
the corresponding LSB is 0. Thus, the number of cells
in the state “11” is the most and that in the state “01” is
the least.

(iii) Combination H1H1: When 1’s ratios of the data seg-
ments which will be written to the LSB and MSB page
are both greater than 0’s, the number of cells in the state
“11” is the most and that in the state “00” is the least
statistically. According to sub-scheme H1, only flip the
data segment which will be written to the MSB page
when the corresponding LSB is 0, thus the number of
cells in the state “11” is the most and that in the state
“01” is the least.
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FIGURE 8: Combination of flipping sub-scheme for hot
data1
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FIGURE 9: Combination of flipping sub-scheme for cold
data

(iv) Combination H1H0: When 1’s ratios of the data seg-
ments which will be written to the LSB and MSB page
are respectively greater and less than 0’s, statistically,
the number of cells in the state “10” is the most and
that in the state “01” is the least. According to the
sub-scheme H1, we do nothing to the LSB segment.
According to the sub-scheme H0, we flip the data seg-
ment which will be written to the MSB page when the
corresponding LSB is 1. Thus, the number of cells in
the state “11” is the most and that in the state “01” is the
least.

For cold data, there are also four sub-scheme combina-
tions. They are C0C0, C1C1, C0C1 and C1C0. Similarly, we
can obtain the results after CeSR for each combination. In
this situation, the goal is to maximize the number of cells in
the state “10” and to minimize that in the state “01”. For more
detailed information, please refer to our previous work [5].

To summarize, for hot data, no matter what combination of
data segments is, if we stick to the flipping schemes described
in Table 2, we can always get the result “11>10/00>01",
as shown in Fig. 8. As for cold data, no matter what com-
bination of data segments is, if we stick to the flipping
schemes described in Fig. 9, we can always get the result
“10>11/00>01". We are delighted to see that the distribution
of data patterns for hot/cold data is consistent with our design
goals.
(3) Flag bits compression:

1To better describe this strategy, in the figure, we use “flip LSB (MSB)”
to indicate flipping the data segment which will be written to LSB (MSB)
pages. It is the same in Fig. 9.

TABLE 3: Flipping flags for four flipping sub-schemes

Sub-scheme Flag Common flag

Hot data
H0 11

1
H1 10

Cold data
C0 00

0
C1 01

We use two flags “11”, “10”, “00” and “01” to respectively
represent the four sub-schemes H0, H1, C0 and C1, as shown
in Table 3. The flags are used to choose the corresponding
CeSR decoding scheme when reading and they should be
stored in the out-of-band (OOB) area of each page. We can
find that there is a common flag bit 1 (0) for hot data (cold
data). As a result, we can compress the flag bits by deleting
the left common bit and append it to the end of all flags, as
shown in Fig. 7.

For each page, the length of its flag bits is N+1. For
example, when the length of the data segment is equal to
the page size, the flipping flag stored in OOB only requires
2 bits (1+1=2 bits) of memory space. When the length of
a data segment is one-quarter of the page size (i.e., N=4),
the flipping flag requires 5 bits (4+1=5 bits). As a result, the
space consumed by the flipping flag is negligible.

3) Summarize CeSR

DPA, AC and NRC increase the ratio of state “11" by
increasing the ratio of ‘1’ in the raw data. Different from their
strategies, CeSR leverages the error pattern asymmetry of the
MLC cell states and achieves a better cell state distribution.
Besides, for cold data, CeSR tries to maximize the ratio of
state “10" to leverage the counteraction between the two
types of errors. As a result, CeSR can better reduce RBER,
compared with existing strategies.

C. DATA READING: THE ASSISTED LDPC DECODING
STRATEGY

During data reading, LDPC codes are used to correct data
errors to further increase reliability. In the traditional LDPC
decoding algorithm, it assumes data error as random. In
other words, the probability of “11” shifts to “10” equals
to that of “10” shifts to “11”. However, NAND flash shows
numerical-correlated error characteristics. Besides, the cell
state distribution after CeSR is not randomized. As a result,
we have extra information that can be helpful for decoding.
We propose the Assisted LDPC decoding strategy which
leverages the additional information to optimize the decoding
procedure. In the next part, we first analyze the error char-
acteristics of data after CeSR. Then, we introduce how to
convert the error characteristics into additional information
and add it to the LDPC decoding process.
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FIGURE 11: Observations of cold data

1) Error Characteristics of the Pre-processed Data
For hot data, program interference dominates. The cell states
mainly shift from the states with fewer electrons to that
with more (i.e., from left to right in Fig.2). For cold data,
retention error dominates and Vth shifts towards left. Besides,
after pre-processed by CeSR, the data distribution certainly is
“11>10/00>01” for hot data, and “10>11/00>01” for cold
data. We have the following valuable observations based on
the error characteristics and data patterns of the processed
data.

For hot data, we have four observations:
(i) When an LSB flip is detected, its corresponding MSB

has a very high probability to be “0”. This is because
it’s very difficult for Vth to shift across multiple thres-
hold windows. As shown in Fig.10(a), shifting between
“10” and “00” is the only situation where two adjacent
threshold voltages contain different LSBs.

(ii) When an MSB is detected to be “1”, its corresponding
LSB has a very high probability to be correct. The
reason is similar to the previous one. Most flash errors
occur between adjacent states. The transition from the
adjacent states of "11" and "01" does not change the
value of the LSB, as shown in Fig.10(b).

(iii) When an LSB is detected to be “1”, its corresponding
MSB has a higher probability to be “1” than “0”. This
is because the cell states mainly shift from left to right
(i.e., “11”→“10”) and the distribution is “11>10”, as
shown in Fig.10(c).

(iv) When an LSB is detected to be “0”, its corresponding
MSB has a higher probability to be “0” than “1”. This
is because the cell states mainly shift from left to right
(i.e., “00”→“01”) and the distribution is “00>01”, as
shown in Fig.10(d).

For cold data, we have three observations:
(i) As shown in Fig.11(a), when an LSB flip is detected,

its corresponding MSB has a very high probability to be
“0”, for a similar reason as Fig.10(a).

(ii) When an LSB is detected to be “1”, the corresponding
MSB has a higher probability to be “0” than “1”. This is
because the cell states mainly shift from right to left (i.e.,
“10”→“11”) and the distribution is “10>11”, which is
shown in Fig.11(b).

(iii) As shown in Fig.11(c), when an MSB is detected to be
“1”, the corresponding LSB has a very high probability
to be correct, for a similar reason as Fig.10(b).

2) LDPC Decoding Decision Information

The Assisted LDPC decoding information is shown in Fig.
4. LLR is the maximum posterior probability information in
the transfer of decoding and represents the initial information
of the corresponding bit. If LLR>0, it indicates that the
received data bit is likely to be “0” and vice versa. The
larger the absolute value of LLR, the greater the probability.
Hard decoding decision (HD) determines the values of the
bit nodes using the updated information at the end of LDPC
decoding. If HD≥0, the bit is judged as “0”, and vice versa.

3) Additional Decoding Decision Information

In the LDPC decoding process, the LSB page is decoded
first, followed by the corresponding MSB page. Therefore,
the information before and after the LSB page decoding can
be used in the corresponding MSB page decoding, and the
information before the MSB page decoding can be used in
the corresponding LSB page decoding.

For hot data, we propose four possible outcomes according
to the four observations mentioned above.

(i) When a bit belongs to an MSB page, if its corresponding
LSB flips, it has a very high probability to be “0”.
Therefore, we set the LLR of the MSB as a large
positive value to make the bit have a higher probability
to become bit “0”, i.e., LLR = 100.

(ii) When a bit belongs to an LSB page, if its corresponding
MSB is “1”, it has a very high probability to be correct.
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TABLE 4: Additional information for MSB decoding

Data Hotness Condition: LSB Additional information for MSB

Hot data

Flip LLR=100

LSB=1 HD=HD-3

LSB=0 HD=HD+3

Cold data
Flip LLR=100

LSB=1 HD=HD+3

TABLE 5: Additional information for LSB decoding

Data Hotness Condition: MSB Additional information for LSB

Hot data
MSB=1 LLR = 1.85×LLR

Cold data

Therefore, we set the LLR = 1.85×LLR to make the
initial information more decisive.

(iii) When a bit belongs to an MSB page, if its corresponding
LSB is “1”, it is more likely to be “1”. Therefore, we set
the modified HD = HD - 3 to make the bit have a higher
probability to become bit “1”.

(iv) When a bit belongs to an MSB page, if its corresponding
LSB is “0”, it is more likely to be “0”. Therefore, we set
the modified HD = HD + 3 to make the bit have a higher
probability to become bit “0”.

For cold data, we also propose three possible outcomes
according to the three observations mentioned above.

(i) When a bit belongs to an MSB page, if its corresponding
LSB flips, it has a very high probability to be “0”.
Therefore, we set the LLR as a large positive value to
make the bit have a higher probability to become bit “0”,
i.e., LLR = 100.

(ii) When a bit belongs to an MSB page, if its corresponding
LSB is “1”, it is more likely to be “0”. Therefore, we set
the modified HD = HD + 3 to make the bit have a higher
probability to become bit “0”.

(iii) When a bit belongs to an LSB page, if its corresponding
MSB is “1”, it has a very high probability to be correct.
Therefore, we set the LLR = 1.85×LLR to make the
initial information more decisive.

Table 4 and Table 5 summarize the conditions and corre-
sponding additional information used in MSB and LSB de-
coding, respectively. Using the above additional decision in-
formation to assist LDPC decoding can improve the accuracy
of the initial information LLR and the hard decoding decision
HD, thus increasing the decoding success rate. Besides, the
additional information provided enables all bits to satisfy the
check equations at a higher convergence rate, thus reducing
decoding latency.

D. IMPLEMENTATION

Host System

Flash Translation Layer (FTL)

Flipping Circuit

Buffer

NAND Flash Array

Chip Control Logic

CeSR + Assisted LDPC

Data hotness

Counting Circuit

Write

Read

1's ratio

Assisted LDPC

FIGURE 12: The Architecture of CeSR + Assisted LDPC

1) Overview
The architecture of CeSR + Assisted LDPC is shown in Fig.
12. Modern SSDs usually uses a buffer to cache data. CeSR
+ Assisted LDPC is implemented between the buffer and
the flash array. CeSR + Assisted LDPC has the following
requirements for the FTL algorithm. First, for hot data, after
it is written back to an LSB page, it cannot be dropped
from the buffer until its corresponding MSB page is written.
This is because the flipping procedure of MSB requires the
value of its corresponding LSB. For cold data, there is no
such requirement. See Table 2 for more information. Second,
when reading hot data from an MSB page, CeSR + Assisted
LDPC requires its corresponding LSB page to recover its
value. As a result, the LSB page should be read in advance.
This is not necessary in common cases.

2) Overhead Analysis of CeSR
• Device memory overhead: For hot data, LSB page data

needs to remain in buffer until its corresponding MSB
page been written. According to [14], Fig. 3 shows a
typical LSB/MSB page distribution inside one block.
The maximum gap between an LSB/MSB pair is 63
pages (e.g., page 65 and 128). Assuming an SSD has
32 open blocks at one time, the required extra cost of
buffer space is: 32×63×16KB/1024=31.5MB.

• Latency overhead: According to the technical reference
manual from Micron [14], the time it takes to read
data from the flash array to the data register is 78µs,
and that from the data register to the cache register
is 11µs. When reading an MSB page of hot data, its
corresponding LSB page needs to be read at the same
time, causing extra read latency. The READ PAGE
CACHE RANDOM command can overlap the time
to read the MSB page into the data register and the
time to transfer its corresponding LSB page from the
cache register to the CeSR decoding circuit to reduce
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TABLE 6: Parameters of MLC NAND flash error model

Parameter Value Parameter Value

µe 1.4 γz 0.038

σe 0.35 Ks 0.333

∆Vpp 0.3 x0 1.4

Vp(1) 2.85 Kd 4 × 10−4

Vp(2) 3.55 Km 2 × 10−6

Vp(3) 4.25 VREF1 2.65

Kλ 4 × 10−4 VREF2 3.35

γy 0.033 VREF3 4.05

latency. Therefore, the time to read an MSB page of hot
data is 78+11+11=100µs, compared with 78µs for not
using CeSR. As can be seen from Table 2, two of the
eight cases need to perform the extra read operation.
Assuming the same amount for hot and cold data, a
quarter of the raw data has an additional read latency of
22µs (i.e., 100-78=22). The extra read latency overhead
is about 7% (22µs/78µs÷4×100%=7%).

3) Overhead Analysis of Assisted LDPC
Compared with the traditional LDPC scheme, no additional
overhead of Assisted LDPC is introduced. In contrast, with
more accurate LLR and HD, the decoding iteration process
of our proposed Assisted LDPC can converge faster, thereby
reducing latency.

IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the experimental setup and the
results of our strategy.

A. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We simulate the flash media using the previously introduced
NAND flash error model by leveraging the parameters in
Reference [13] [17]. The parameters are listed in Table 6. The
page size is 16KB, which is a conventional size in enterprise
SSDs [14]. We use fixed threshold reference voltages. Since
the on-chip randomizer is a widely used component to ensure
reliability in modern NAND devices, we use it as the base-
line. We select the Quasi-Cyclic LDPC (QC-LDPC) codes
of which the code length is 2KB, the column weight is 4,
the row weight is 36 and the code rate is 8/9. The traditional
LDPC scheme is selected for comparison. Our experiment
consists of two parts. First, we test the RBER before and
after CeSR in the Matlab environment. Second, we test the
decoding efficiency of the Assisted LDPC decoding strategy.

In the following experiments, we tested multiple file types
with different ratios of 1. Note that .dll is one of the most
commonly seen system file types of the Windows operation
system, .doc, .ppt and .pdf files are typical office files, and
.eml is the mail file type which is widely used in the office.
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FIGURE 13: Pragram interference BER of different files for
hot data

B. EVALUATION RESULTS OF CESR
1) Evaluation of Decreasing Program Interference Errors
First, we evaluate the effectiveness of CeSR on decreas-
ing program interference errors. We use diverse P/E cycles
(ranging from 1K to 20K) to represent different degrees of
program interference. We test multiple types of files with
various 1’s ratio. Fig. 13 shows the result. The horizontal axis
indicates the P/E cycles and the vertical axis indicates the
program interference BER. N=1 means we use the page size
as the CeSR data segment length. We observe that the BER
is significantly reduced after the CeSR strategy. Specifically,
when N=1 and P/E cycle equals to 10K, CeSR decreases the
BER by 82.66% for the .doc file (1’s ratio is 12.39%), 68.75%
for the.dll file (1’s ratio is 21.25%), 33.33% for the .ppt file
(1’s ratio is 34.77%) and 10.42% for the .eml file (1’s ratio is
44.37%), compared to the randomized data.

2) Evaluation of Decreasing Retention Errors
To evaluate the effectiveness of CeSR on decreasing retention
errors, we use diverse retention time (ranging from 1 to 8
months) under fixed P/E cycles (3K) to represent different
degrees of retention errors. Fig. 14 shows the result. We
observe that the retention BER is significantly reduced after
CeSR. Specifically, when N=1 and the retention time is 5
months, the CeSR strategy decreases the BER by 83.15% for
the .doc file (1’s ratio is 12.39%), 71.91% for the .dll file (1’s
ratio is 21.25%), 42.70% for the .ppt file (1’s ratio is 34.77%)
and 15.73% for the .eml file (1’s ratio is 44.37%).

For the .doc file and the .dll file with a relatively low
1’s ratio, the ratio of state “01” which is most prone to
retention errors is low. Therefore, the BER of unprocessed
data (No treatment) is lower than that of randomized data
(Randomizer). For the .ppt file and the .eml file, the total
ratio of state “00” and “01” is higher than 50%. As a result,
the randomizer achieves better data reliability. For all cases,
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FIGURE 14: Data retention BER of different files for cold
data
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FIGURE 15: RBER using different process granularities of
CeSR for hot data

CeSR greatly reduces the ratio of state “00” and “01”, thereby
reducing the BER.

3) Diverse Data Segment Lengths
To evaluate the effectiveness of different processing gran-
ularities, we use diverse data segment lengths under fixed
P/E cycles and retention time. Fig. 15 shows the RBER of
hot data (P/E cycle equals to 10K) in the five cases. Fig.
16 shows the RBER of cold data (P/E cycle equals to 5K
and the retention time is 5 months) in different processing
granularities.

We can draw two conclusions from Fig. 15. First, the
RBER after CeSR is significantly reduced compared with
that after the randomizer. Second, as the processing unit
becomes smaller, the RBER decreases slowly. Specifically,
even for N=1 which is the maximum process unit, CeSR can
still greatly restrain flash errors.

4) Comparison of Different Strategies
To compare the effectiveness of CeSR with other strategies
that are also dedicated to data preprocessing, we test the
RBER before and after the Randomizer, DPA, AC, NRC and
CeSR strategies for different types and sizes of files when
P/E cycle equals to 5K and the retention time is 1 day. AC-
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FIGURE 16: RBER using different process granularities of
CeSR for cold data
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FIGURE 17: RBER using different strategies for hot data

256 denotes the code length is 256 bits in the AC strategy and
NRC-256 indicates the code length is 256 bytes in the NRC
strategy. Note that N=1 is the most unfavorable configuration
for the CeSR strategy. Fig. 17 shows that even with N=1,
our proposed CeSR strategy still reduces the RBER of hot
data compared with the randomizer. DPA, AC and NRC are
not as good as the randomizer in some cases. Specifically,
for .doc files, CeSR decreases the RBER by up to 76.84%,
compared with the randomizer. The more unbalanced the 1 to
0 ratio in the raw data, the better the performance of CeSR.
CeSR outperforms the state-of-the-art NRC strategy by up to
20.30% for hot data.

For cold data, we test the RBER before and after these
five strategies for different files when the P/E cycle equals to
3K and the retention time is 1 year. We also compare CeSR
with these strategies under its most unfavorable configuration
(i.e., N=1). Fig. 18 shows the RBER of cold data considering
both types of errors. We find that when considering both
types of errors, previous works don’t necessarily outperform
the randomizer. This reminds us of the results in Fig. 5(b)
that simply increasing 1’s ratio does not necessarily reduce
the RBER. Our proposed CeSR strategy minimizes the ratio
of state “01” which is most prone to retention errors and
leverages program interference to mitigate retention errors,
ultimately reducing the RBER. Fig. 18 shows that CeSR
performs well when 1’s ratio is low. For example, CeSR
decreases the RBER by 90.79% for the .doc file (1’s ratio
is 12.39%), compared to the randomizer. Similar to hot data,
CeSR prefers cold data with a more unbalanced 1 and 0’s
ratio. CeSR outperforms the state-of-the-art NRC strategy by
up to 85.13% for cold data.
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FIGURE 18: RBER using different strategies for cold data

5) Analysis of Disabling the Randomizer
The on-chip randomizer is a well-known technology to en-
sure the reliability of NAND flash. From Fig. 17 and Fig.
18 we can see that DPA, AC and NRC strategies perform
worse than the randomizer in many cases, especially for
cold data. When these three strategies decrease the RBER
less than the randomizer, disabling the on-chip randomizer is
harmful to flash reliability. On the other hand, our proposed
CeSR strategy outperforms the randomizer in all cases. As a
result, when using CeSR, it’s beneficial to disable the on-chip
randomizer.

C. EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE ASSISTED LDPC
DECODING STRATEGY
We measure the performance of the Assisted LDPC decoding
strategy in two dimensions: the decoding success rate and
the decoding latency. The decoding success rate is highly
related to the RBER. When the RBER is relatively high, the
decoding success rate will be low. In this case, improving
the decoding success rate is the most critical goal. When
the RBER is relatively low, existing LDPC codes will be
sufficient to decode successfully. In this case, we compare
the decoding latency. Note that the decoding latency of LDPC
codes is deeply related to the number of decoding iterations,
as we’ve introduced in Section II-B3. We’ll later show that
our proposed Assisted LDPC strategy can generate more
accurate LLR and HD, thereby reducing the number of de-
coding iterations. In the following experiments, we conduct
one hundred tests for each test sample.

1) Test of Hot Data
Since most of the additional decision information is added
into the MSB page decoding process and the RBER of an
MSB page is higher than that of its corresponding LSB page,
below we mainly show the evaluation results of MSB pages.

Table 7 lists the test samples of hot data, which are sorted
in an ascending order of the MSB page’s RBER after CeSR.
For hot data, the RBER is greatly reduced after our proposed
CeSR strategy. As a result, the decoding success rate is high.
Therefore, we compare the number of decoding iterations
between the strategies.

Fig.19 shows the average decoding iteration numbers of
MSB pages with and without the additional decision infor-
mation for each test sample. The result shows that the average

TABLE 7: Test samples of hot data
Number File P/E cycles MSB’s RBER

1 doc (12.39%) 2K 2.41 × 10−4

2 dll (21.25%) 8K 7.27 × 10−4

3 doc (12.39%) 15K 8.33 × 10−4

4 dll (21.25%) 10K 9.83 × 10−4

5 doc (12.39%) 20K 1.35 × 10−3

6 dll (32.08%) 10K 1.60 × 10−3

7 ppt (39.61%) 10K 2.15 × 10−3

8 dll (21.25%) 20K 2.63 × 10−3

9 dll (32.08%) 15K 2.79 × 10−3

10 dll (32.08%) 18K 3.46 × 10−3

11 ppt (39.61%) 15K 3.71 × 10−3

12 dll (32.08%) 20K 3.99 × 10−3

13 ppt (39.61%) 18K 4.66 × 10−3

14 ppt (39.61%) 20K 5.22 × 10−3
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FIGURE 19: Average iteration numbers of traditional LDPC
versus Assisted LDPC (Less is better)

decoding iteration number increases as the average RBER of
MSB page increases. Besides, our proposed Assisted LDPC
decoding strategy can reduce the average decoding iteration
number by up to 31.6%, compared with the traditional LDPC
decoding scheme.

2) Test of Cold Data
Table 8 lists the test samples of cold data, which are also
sorted in an ascending order of the MSB page’s RBER after
CeSR. For cold data, where retention error is severe, the
decoding success rate is relatively low. Therefore, the main
goal of the Assisted LDPC decoding strategy is to increase
the decoding success rate. Besides, it also reduces the average
decoding iteration number.
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FIGURE 20: The Decoding success rate of traditional LDPC
and Assisted LDPC (More is better)
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TABLE 8: Test samples of cold data
Num File P/E cycles Retention time MSB’s RBER

1 doc (12.39%) 7K 12 months 0.0079
2 dll (32.08%) 5K 12 months 0.0095
3 doc (12.39%) 8K 10 months 0.0103
4 dll (32.08%) 6K 6 months 0.0108
5 dll (21.25%) 7K 8 months 0.0108
6 doc (12.39%) 8K 12 months 0.0112
7 ppt (39.61%) 5K 8 months 0.0120
8 dll (21.25%) 7K 10 months 0.0122
9 dll (32.08%) 6K 4 months 0.0129
10 dll (21.25%) 8K 6 months 0.0133
11 ppt (39.61%) 6K 4 months 0.0136
12 dll (32.08%) 6K 10 months 0.0141
13 dll (21.25%) 8K 8 months 0.0150
14 ppt (39.61%) 5K 12 months 0.0150
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FIGURE 21: Average iteration numbers of traditional LDPC
and Assisted LDPC (Less is better)

Fig.20 shows the decoding success rate of MSB pages
with and without the additional decision information for each
sample. Fig.21 shows the average decoding iteration numbers
of MSB pages with and without the additional decision infor-
mation. It can be seen that as the RBER becomes higher, the
traditional LDPC decoding scheme not only fails to deliver
an acceptable success rate, but also generates a large number
of iterations, leading to higher latency. On the contrary, in
many test cases, the decoding success rate of the proposed
Assisted LDPC decoding strategy is much higher. E.g., in
Fig.20 sample 11, the decoding success rate is increased
from 2% to 99%, reaching a maximum improvement of 97%.
Fig.21 shows that the proposed Assisted LDPC decoding
strategy can reduce the average decoding iteration number by
up to 73.9%, compared with the traditional LDPC decoding
scheme.

To conclude, our proposed Assisted LDPC strategy can
improve the decoding success rate and decrease the number
of decoding iterations (reducing the decoding latency).

V. RELATED WORK
A. ERROR MITIGATION
1) Data Preprocessing
From the perspective of preprocessing the raw data, existing
works propose different strategies aiming at increasing the ra-
tio of state “11” by raising 1’s ratio in the raw data. Guo et al.
[6] develop a data-pattern-aware (DPA) error protection strat-

egy which uses decorrelation and scrambling techniques on
the raw data to increase the ratio of 1s. However, for weakly
correlated data, the complex polynomial fitting operations
will bring extra power consumption and delay. The asym-
metric coding (AC) scheme [7] intercepts a data segment to
compare the ratios of 0s and 1s. If 0’s ratio is higher than
1’s, then flip the data segment and the flipping flag bit “1” is
appended to the data segment. Otherwise, the data segment is
not flipped and the flag bit is “0”. However, the per-segment
flipping flags will bring high storage overhead. Besides, they
may cause the data length to be out of alignment with the
page size, which may exacerbate write amplification in flash
memory [19]. Wei et al. [8] propose a nibble remapping
coding (NRC) method which counts the ratios of all nibbles
and then remaps the nibbles based on the ratios to increase 1s
in the raw data. Although the NRC strategy can effectively
reduce the RBER, the access to the remapping table will
cause additional delay and the remapping table errors are
unavoidable.

2) Read Reference Voltage Optimizing
Using appropriate read reference voltages can ensure the
accuracy of reading data, therefore many works focus on op-
timizing the read reference voltages. Cai et al. [20] proposed
a neighbor-cell assisted correction (NAC) method based on
the adjacent memory cells. When the error correction fails,
the new read reference voltages are evaluated according to
the threshold voltages of the adjacent cells. Then the updated
read reference voltages will be used to reread the data and
correct data errors. Luo et al. [21] develop a new mechanism,
HeatWatch, which uses their self-established RBER model
of 3D NAND flash to dynamically adapt the read reference
voltage to the data retention time, dwell time, SSD tempera-
ture and wear-out status, thereby greatly reducing the RBER.
Luo et al. [22] also develop new analytical models which
can accurately predict/estimate the optimal read reference
voltage and the raw bit error rate based on the retention time
and the layer number of each flash memory page, then utilize
the new models to improve the reliability of 3D NAND flash
memory. Similarly, Cai et al. propose a retention optimized
reading (ROR) strategy to optimize the read reference voltage
of each block based on its retention age in paper [23] and
adjust the read reference voltage to the predicted threshold
voltage distribution to minimize erroneous reads in paper [3].

3) Flash Refreshing
A lot of works adopt a strategy of refreshing NAND flash
before the error counts reaching the error correction capabil-
ity of ECC. Pan et al. [24] propose the quasi-nonvolatile SSD
techniques which trade data retention time of NAND flash for
other system performance metrics including program/erase
(P/E) cycling endurance and memory programming speed.
Meanwhile, they use explicit internal data refresh to ac-
commodate very short data retention time (e.g., few weeks
or even days). Cai et al. [25] present a flash correct-and-
refresh (FCR) technique that periodically read, correct, and
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reprogram (in-place) or remap the stored data before it
accumulates more retention errors than can be corrected
by simple ECC. Luo et al. [26] propose WARM, a write-
hotness aware retention management policy for flash mem-
ory, which identifies and physically groups together write-hot
data within the flash device, allowing the flash controller to
selectively perform retention time relaxation with little cost.
When WARM is applied together with an adaptive refresh
mechanism, the average life-time can be further improved.

B. ERROR CORRECTION
Error correction codes (ECCs) are widely used to ensure the
reliability of NAND flash memory. Hamming codes [27], RS
codes [28], BCH codes [29] and LDPC codes are used to
meet the demand of error correction capability. LDPC codes
have comparably stronger error correction capability. How-
ever, directly using LDPC codes will incur non-neglectable
decoding latencies. As a result, many works focus on mini-
mizing the LDPC decoding latency.

1) Memory Sensing Optimizing

In LDPC soft-decision decoding, the prior probability values
of flash cells need to be obtained by multiple read operations,
which is one of the reasons for the large latency. Dong et
al. [30] propose a nonuniform memory sensing strategy to
reduce memory sensing precision and, thus, reducing latency
while still maintaining good error-correction performance
of LDPC. Li et al. [31] propose a sensing level placement
scheme to reduce the LDPC decoding latency. With an un-
derstanding of the characteristics of inter-state asymmetric
errors and intra-state asymmetric errors, the sensing levels
are placed to achieve reduced sensing levels while maintain-
ing the error correction capability of LDPC. The Latency-
aware LDPC (LaLDPC) proposed by Du et al. [32] estimates
the starting read voltage level which will be saved for later
decoding of the same page, thereby avoiding unnecessary
read-retries and reducing read latency.

2) Decoding Iteration Optimizing

From the perspective of optimizing the iteration process of
LDPC decoding, Zhang et al. [33] developed a scheme called
REAL which incorporates the numerical-correlation charac-
teristic of retention errors into the process of LDPC decoding
to improve its error correction capabilities and decrease the
decoding latency. Later, they propose a cooperative error
correction scheme, called CooECC [34], to reduce LDPC
decoding latency of the MSB page in NAND Flash. By
exploiting data error characteristics introduced by retention
errors, CooECC integrates the decoding result of the LSB
page into the initial information of LDPC decoding for the
MSB page, making it more accurate. This in turn enables
decoding to converge at a higher rate. Therefore the decoding
latency can be reduced. However, they only consider reten-
tion errors and the implementation of these schemes requires
changing the codewords layout.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a holistic strategy based on the
error tendency analysis of cells in different states to enhance
the reliability of MLC NAND flash. Firstly, during data
writing, we propose a novel CeSR strategy that remaps the
cell states to adjust the ratio of each state in the programmed
data cells, thus reducing data errors. Secondly, during data
reading, we propose an Assisted LDPC decoding strategy
based on the error characteristics and data patterns of the pre-
processed data to further decrease flash errors. Experimental
results show that compared with the state-of-the-art NRC
strategy, CeSR can reduce the raw bit error rate of hot and
cold data by up to 20.30% and 85.13%, respectively. Besides,
compared with the traditional LDPC decoding strategy, the
Assisted LDPC decoding strategy can increase the decoding
success rate by up to 97% for cold data and can reduce the
average decoding iteration number of MSB pages for hot and
cold data by up to 31.6% and 73.9%, respectively.
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